DeepText2GO: Improving large-scale protein function prediction with deep semantic text representation.
As of April 2018, UniProtKB has collected more than 115 million protein sequences. Less than 0.15% of these proteins, however, have been associated with experimental GO annotations. As such, the use of automatic protein function prediction (AFP) to reduce this huge gap becomes increasingly important. The previous studies conclude that sequence homology based methods are highly effective in AFP. In addition, mining motif, domain, and functional information from protein sequences has been found very helpful for AFP. Other than sequences, alternative information sources such as text, however, may be useful for AFP as well. Instead of using BOW (bag of words) representation in traditional text-based AFP, we propose a new method called DeepText2GO that relies on deep semantic text representation, together with different kinds of available protein information such as sequence homology, families, domains, and motifs, to improve large-scale AFP. Furthermore, DeepText2GO integrates text-based methods with sequence-based ones by means of a consensus approach. Extensive experiments on the benchmark dataset extracted from UniProt/SwissProt have demonstrated that DeepText2GO significantly outperformed both text-based and sequence-based methods, validating its superiority.